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Dreams and other States of Consciousness in the Mok±opyai  
Jürgen Hanneder 
“Have you ever had a dream that you were so sure it was real? 
 What if you were unable to wake from that dream? 
 How would you know the difference between the dream world 
 and the real world?” 
This quotation from a contemporary film, to which we shall return at the end of this article, 
expresses one important philosophical position held by the Mok±opya. The Mok±opyaii (MU)iii 
is the Kashmirian version of the text that has been printed, and is more commonly known as 
Yogavsi±²ha (YV).iv In a frame story culled from the Rmya½a it purports to record a dialogue 
between Rma and Vasi±²ha, in which Vasi±²ha imparts instructions to Rma in order to convince 
him that his insight into the futility of existence is not something that should lead to a withdrawal 
from the world, but rather to the inner detachment of a liberated person, who continues to live an 
active life, a j¿vanmukta. To this end he deals with various philosophical topics, but enlivens them 
with a large number of narratives (khyna). While the philosophical parts of the MU are written in 
a technical, ªstric style, the narrative parts include larger passages of Kvya poetry. For the reader 
the peculiar character of the text rests on the unique blend of these different modes of expression, 
philosophical, narrative and poetical, and on the fact that most khynas are not found anywhere 
else in Indian literature. The resulting work of approximately 30000 verses, which is divided into 6 
prakara½as,v although often ignored in histories of Sanskrit literature, has apparently been popular 
and influential on the subcontinent. It has been been summarized into a number of abbreviated 
versions, of which only the Laghuyogavsi±²ha (LYV) and the extremely brief Vsi±²hasra have 
been printed.vi  
The MU or YV has continued to serve as what was most probably its original purpose, 
namely to provide a doctrine of liberation for kings, as we can see from occasional references in 
literature – it was, for instance, recited to Zayn-al-‘ƒbid¿n in Kashmir –, but it had most influence 
on Indian philosophy through being included into Advaita Vednta, most conspicuously in the 
J¿vanmuktiviveka of Vidyra½ya, where the LYV is introduced as the main source for the concept 
of liberation in life.vii  Here, the ideas of the YV are of course reversed, as far as the sociology of 
religion is concerned, for Vidyra½ya’s addressee is the Brahmanical renouncer, rather than the 
k±atriya. 
Previous studies, with the notable exception of those of Divanji, have not gone beyond the 
printed versions of the text, that is, the YV and the LYV. It was only in 1994 that Walter Slaje could 
demonstrate, through an extensive analysis of manuscripts, that there survives indeed an older 
version of the text in the Kashmirian recension which is best called by the original name of the 
work: Mok±opya.viii This version is not only characterized by a large number of significant 
variants, but more visibly by the absence of the outermost frame-story of the YV version. In the 
MU the last book, the Nirv½aprakara½a, forms one continuous whole, whereas in the YV it is split 
into two halves because of an error in transmission. The MU can be dated to the middle of the tenth 
century and is the direct or indirect source of all other versions. 
The philosophy of the MU is an extreme idealism according to which nothing exists. The 
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world that merely appears to a perceiver has the ontological status of a mirage, or a dream; there is 
thus, in other words, no fundamental difference between the waking and the dream state. More 
important, however, are the details of the MU's position: quite unlike many currents of Advaita 
Vednta, where one might talk with Paul Hacker of an “objective illusion,” the MU does not even 
accord a limited level of reality to the world. The world does not even exist as a mere appearance 
within consciousness, it is absolutely non-existent and its ontological status is expressed in Sanskrit 
as one of atyantbhva. On the Vedntic side this extreme non-dualist position is shared only by 
Prak©nanda, who, however cites the YV as his source.ix For the MU thus only consciousness 
exists; there are no other causes, not even avidy, and no categories external to consciousness, like 
time and space. As the background for this statement the MU argues along the lines of the 
satkryavda: A product can never acquire a nature (svabhva) different from its source; the wave 
may appear on water, but one cannot say that the wave is anything but water. The same applies to 
other substances, as gold and golden bracelets – a stock comparison in the text – up to the ultimate 
substance, consciousness. Nevertheless it is the nature of the single absolute reality 
“consciousness” (cit) to appear as something. Gold inevitably comes in different forms and it is 
only when we look inside the substance that we see a single mass and nothing else, reality without 
fortuitous forms. It is one of the idiosyncracies of the MU that the absolute conceived of as one 
mass of consciousness (vijñnaghana) is compared with the inside of a stone.x  
The spontaneous and inevitable appearance as implies the appearance of subjects and 
objects of cognition. Unfortunately these subjects tend to identify with objects of their cognition 
and eventually develop, through mere habituation, the sense of an “I” (ahaðkra). This is of course 
the turning point: the spontaneous appearance within consciousness becomes – in the mind of the 
subject of experience – a fixed world through which it is ensnared through likes and dislikes and it 
is only through the knowledge that the world has never existed in the first place that the subject of 
perception disappears, the mind ceases to function and liberation is gained. Thus the world, the sum 
of experiences in the waking state (jgrat), is on the same ontological level as a dream: it appears, 
but is unreal; the main difference is that the world is a long dream (d¿rghasvapna), but of course 
only from the perspective of its perceiver.
There is one interesting description of the three states of consciousness (avasth), i.e. 
waking, dream and deep sleep in MU 4.19,xi which is worth summarizing here: 
Rma requests Vasi±²ha to explain to him the difference between the waking state (jgrat), 
i.e. the state, in which the seemingly real world is experienced day after day in the same
manner, and the state of dream (4.19.8). Vasi±²ha answers that while jgrat has a fixed
content, the contents of dreams are unstable (9). This may not come as a surprise, but the
implication is of course that this is the only difference between these two states: the
waking state is a long dream, while dreams are just comparatively brief world
experiences. The interesting passage that follows describes, as it were, the mechanism of
how these two states appear: In the body, life is determined by the basic component of life
(j¿vadhtu),xii also called v¿rya or tejas (13). When a person is physically or mentally
active this life component moves (prasarpati) around in the body (14). But as soon as it
moves, there arises external consciousness, or perception (saðvit),xiii which carries in
itself the erroneous perception of the world, since, of course, an objective outside world
does not exist; through its contact with the limbs (a¥ga) this consciousness becomes the
mind (15). It moves outside through the sense orifices and sees within itself various forms
(16). Through its persistence (sthiratvt) it is understood as the waking state (17). Now,
says Vasi±²ha, deep sleep can be explained as follows: When the body (vapuå) is not
stirred through any activity, the life force remains inactive and pure (18). In this state it
rests in the heart in an equilibrium and no perceptions appear, just as a lamp is not stirred
when the winds – in the case of the body the pr½avtas – have become still. At that time
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consciousness does not move into the limbs and therefore the sensory faculties of sight 
etc. are not activated, nor does it move outside through the sense orifices (20). The person 
is then in deep sleep (su±upta), which is without cognition (vicetana) (22). One who has 
gained knowledge of this state in which the mind has come to a halt, who is inwardly 
awakened within these three states of waking, dream and deep sleep, and is even able to 
carry on his active life has attained the fourth (turya) state (23), which is the realm of the 
j¿vanmuktas. Finally, dream resembles the waking state in that the life force is stirred, but 
only a little (26) and not by external sensory consciousness (32b) and has therefore not 
moved out through the sense orifices (31–32). 
 
 
The reader has, at that point, every reason to be suspicious of this explanation of the states of 
consciousness, because it presupposes an external body, which according to the ajtivda does not 
exist. Of course the reader, or Rma as the first hearer, has at that point digested many explanations 
of the unreality of the world and can only conclude that the previous explanation was from the 
perspective of the unliberated, for once it is understood that nothing exists, the mechanism of how 
waking and dream arise is irrelevant, since both turn out to contain unreal appearances. The 
explanation is therefore preliminary and rendered unnecessary by insight into reality, which Rma 
has however not yet gained at this point in the text. 
We should add that, in the discussion immediately following our passage in 4.19, this is 
expressly stated: When Rma asks how the mind can possibly be stained and become impure if 
nothing external exists, Vasi±²ha postpones the answer and promises that he will explain this point 
later in the text, at the time when the final position (siddhntakle) is discussed. It has been more by 
accident that I could trace the answer in the Nirv½aprakara½a, after one episode that has never 
really been taken into account for understanding the structure of the text, that is, the description of 
Rma's enlightenment. The unambiguous reference to a passage occuring many thousand ©lokas 
later suggests that the work is not, as has been voiced sometimes, a string of narratives connected 
by endlessly repetitive philosophical discourses, but that it follows a larger plot. Of course the 
description of the philosophy of this text is severely complicated, once we have to distinguish 
preliminary and final instructions. 
 
 
The Stages of Knowledge 
 
The MU uses the pan-Indian doctrine of the states of consciousness, best-known perhaps from the 
M½¹kya-Upani±ad and Gau¹apda's Kriks, with one extension known from ªaivism, namely a 
fifth state called turyt¿t as characteristic of the videhamukta. These five states of consciousness 
(avasth) are furthermore correlated with another set of seven stages, named either “stages of 
knowledge” (jñnabhmik) or “stages of yoga” (yogabhmik). Previous scholars have identified 
three passages in the YV that deal with these so-called yogabhmiks. xiv  For the sake of 
convenience they are called here A (=YV 3.118), B (=YV 6.120) and C (=YV 6.126) as in 
Glasenapp's and Sprockhoff's analysis. 
In his brief treatment Glasenapp notes inconsistencies in these accounts and surmises that 
these portions were written by different authors, but suggests to reassess the problem through a 
critical study of the whole text. With the materials from the critical edition of the Mok±opya the 
basis for an investigation of the bhmiks has now changed. Apart from various improved readings 
in passages A and B, the Mok±opya retains, as Slaje's analysis has demonstrated, a passage that 
was lost in the YV and deals in detail with the yogabhmiks. At the juncture of the prva- and the 
uttarrdha of the Nirv½aprakara½a the YV has lost a considerable portion of text, namely MU 
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6.122–157 (more than 500 verses) and replaced it with the corresponding chapters from the LYV, 
in which they are summarized in 70 verses: 
 
 
MU NEd 
6.120-1
21 
6.116.1-12 (= LYV 6.13.1-12) 
6.122-1
57 
6.117-128 (= LYV 
6.13.13-6.18.83) 
 
 
 
Thus the present reexamination of the differing bhmik-lists is based on the following passages 
from the Mok±opya:  
 
  
 MU NEd 
A 3.117-1
18 
3.117-1
18  
B 6.125  6.120 
C 6.140-1
56 
6.126 
 
 
 
But before we shall present one passage, which deals with the bhmiks, but has not yet been 
studied: 
 
The prose passage in 3.122 
 
prathamað jtamtre½aiva puðs kiñcidvikacita1buddhinaiva 
satsa¥gamapare½a bhavitavyam. anavaratapravhpatito 'yam 
avidynad¿nivaha©  ©ama©strasajjanasamparkd te tarituð na ©akyate. 
tena vivekavataå puru±asya heyopdeyavicra upajyate. tensau 
©ubhecchbhidhnð vivekabhuvam patito bhavati. tato vivekava©ato 
vicra½ay samyagjñnensamyagvsanð tyajatas saðsravsanto 
manas tanutm eti. tena tanumnas¿ð nma vivekabhmim avat¿r½o 
bhavati. yadaiva yoginas samyagjñnodayas tadaiva sattvpattis2 
tadva©d vsantanutð gat yad tadaivsv asakta ity ucyate 
karmaphalena badhyata3 iti. atha tvad asv asattve bhvantnavam 
abhyasyati yvat kurvann api vyavaharann api. asatye±u saðsravastu±u 
sthito 'pi svtmany eva k±¿½amanastvd abhysava©d bhyað4 vastu 
kurvann api na karoti pa©yann api na pa©yati nlambate tam eva 
tenbhidhyyati5 tanuvsanatvc ca kevalam ardhasuptaprabuddha iva 
kartavyað karoti na tu bhvitamanaskaå. tena yogabhmim abhvan¿m6 
adhir¹ha ity antarl¿nacittaå katicit saðvatsarn abhyasya sarvathaiva 
kurvann api bhyapadrthabhvanð tyajati turytm7 bhavati tato 
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j¿vanmukta ity ucyate. 
 
1vikacita ª1 ª3 ª7p.c. ª9] vikasita ª7a.c. 
2sattvpattis ª3 ª9] sattvpatis ª1, 
sattvpatti ª7 
3badhyata iti ª3ª9] badhyate iti ª1ª7 
4bhyað vastu ª3] 
bhyð vastu ª1 ª9, bhyavastu ª7 
5tam eva tentidhyyati ª1] vaseva 
tentidhyyati ª3, naseva tenbhidhyyati ª7,  tam evtidhyyati ª9   
6abhvan¿m ª1 ª9] abhavin¿m ª7a.c., abhvin¿m ª3 ª7p.c. 
7tyajati turytm 
ª1 ª7a.c. ª9] tyajati tay tyaktaytma ª3a.c., tyajati tay tyaktay turytma 
ª3 p.c. ª7p.c.  
 
This prose passage in the Utpattiprakara½a has not yet been studied, perhaps because it is in 
the YV version in crucial places corrupt and hardly meaningful. It describes the development of 
human beings from birth to liberation; some stages in this process are identified and named, but 
they remain unnumbered. Of the three stages that are identified, the first two are called 
vivekabhmi, the third is, according to the text, a yogabhmi. The rationale behind this 
nomenclature becomes clearer when we look at the process of maturation involved. The first 
preparatory stage enables one to discern between what is soteriologically acceptable and 
unacceptable with the help of a ªstra and righteous men. It is therefore called “pure wish” or 
aspiration (©ubhecch). As a result the aspirant abandons latent impressions, the vsans: the stage 
is appropriately called tanumnas¿, because the mental activity is automatically reduced with the 
reduction of vsans. Both preparatory stages are called “stages of discernment” (vivekabhmi). 
Since phrases from the descriptions of the following developments will reoccur in other 
parts of the text as separate stages, they must be briefly mentioned: The Yogin, as he is then called, 
now acquires correct knowledge, acquires sattva (sattvpatti), the reduction of vsans 
(vsantanut) and becomes detached (asakta), as a result of which he is no more bound by actions. 
As we shall see both sattvpatti and asaðsakti are enumerated as separate stages in other 
descriptions. The passage also clarifies that the Yogin is then in a mentally inactive state between 
sleep and waking. He acts without acting, i.e. without the sense of an individual self. Since he does 
not exercise or cultivate his mind (abhvitamanaska), this stage is called abhvan¿xv and it is in 
contrast to the preceding two a yogabhmi. The term seems appropriate, because here yoga in the 
sense of a thought-free absorption has been arrived at. If the Yogin practices this stage, where his 
mind is internally dissolved, for some years, he reaches the state of turya and becomes a 
j¿vanmukta. 
The emphasis in this passage is on a transparent description of the process; we could say 
that it is in a pleasant way unburdened by too many classifications. Not even the j¿vanmukta, 
although the result of a development that started with the abhvan¿, is placed on a new bhmik. 
One should also note that the states of consciousness are not used systematically for structuring the 
development; we find only turya, as the characteristic of the j¿vanmukta, and the expression “half 
awake, half asleep.” 
 
Passage C: 6.140-15. Passage C in the Nirv½aprakara½a contains by far the most detailed 
treatment of the yogabhmiks. It is only transmitted in the MU recension, whereas the YV has, as 
stated before, supplanted it with the condensed version from the LYV. Although the author of the 
LYV has obviously tried to omit digressions without doing injustice to the text, there are a few 
spectacular instances, where he has joined a half verse from one chapter to a half verse from 
another chapter.xvi The reader of the LYV will be slightly puzzled, but only a glance at the source 
reveals the extent of distortion involved in this method of abbreviation. For reasons of space only 
the relevant parts can be presented as a preliminary edition based on a collation of ª1 and ª5 
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followed by a summary of whole passage. 
 
 
[©r¿rmaå] 
 
saptnð yogabhm¿nm abhysaå kriyate katham  
k¿d©ni ca cihnni bhmikð prati yoginaå (140.1) 
 
[©r¿vasi±²haå]  
 
yataå kuta©cit sampannam avidyvydhivedanam  
satyað bhavatv asatyað v cikitsð tv asya me ©½u (140.2) 
 
pard anantd yady e± tat tadeveyam ak±atam  
na jteyað na cvidy bodhamtrd bhaved ataå (140.3) 
 
pak±am etad andtya svasa¥kalpavilsinaå  
satym ap¿hvidyyð ©½u nirn©ane kramam (140.4) 
 
jantuå prathamajtas tu su±uptvasthacetanaå  
bhvibhavanaduåkhtm krimisaðvid bhavaty adh¿å (140.5) 
  
bhavec cen navajtasya na bhv¿ bhvanodayaå  
sukhdisaðvid satyas tat sa eva parað padam (140.6) 
 
etvataiva sau±upt¿ sthitir bhinn part padt  
yad bhvivsanaughsau ja¹ copaladharmi½¿ (140.7) 
 
turyvasthasam svasth sadrp ©ntavsan  
j¿vanmuktes sthitir ato na su±uptopam bhavet (140.8) 
 
agrasthavastusambodhasantatbhysayogataå  
blas su±uptvasthyå kramn niryti rghava (140.9) 
 
kiñcijjtadhiyo jantor de©abh±rthavedinaå  
gh½m¿dað tyajm¿dam iti sañjyate sthitiå (140.10) 
 
2d tv asya ª5] tasya ª1     3a anantd ª5] anant ª1     3b tad tadeveyam ª5] tad 
tadaiva yam ª1     5d krimi ª5] krami ª1     6b bhv¿bhvanodayaå ª5] 
bhv¿½²havavocayaå ª1     7d copala ª5] loma©a ª1     8c j¿vanmukte ª5] 
j¿venmuktes ª1 
 
etvanmtrabuddhir yaå svavddhajanagocaraå  
bhavet svakarma©str½ð vi±ayo 'sv alað vidheå (140.11) 
 
kulavddhaprayuktena svani©cayavataiva v  
bhvyað padapadrthnð tena tajjñena vai tataå (140.12) 
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jantuå padapadrthajño heyað tyajati tajñadh¿å  
updeyam updatte nlokayati madhyamam (140.13) 
 
vivekd vddhabh¿ty v ©strrthavyavahri½aå 
vicraprvað yasyeh sa pumn iti kathyate (140.14) 
 
pravtta© ca nivtta© ca bhavati dvividhaå pumn  
svargpavargonmukhayo© ©½u lak±a½am etayoå (140.15) 
 
kim etan nma nirv½að varað saðstir eva naå  
iti kartavyakart yas sa pravtta iti smtaå (140.16) 
 
16a etan nma S5] etad eva S1 
 
calr½avayugacchinnabha¥gagr¿v t½opam  
anekajanmntar ato bhvin¿ tasya mok±adh¿å (140.17) 
 
asr bata saðsravyavasthlað mamaitay  
kið karmabhiå paryu±itair dinað tair eva n¿yate (140.18) 
 
k±ayti©ayanirmuktað kið syd vi©rama½að param  
iti ni©cayavn yo 'ntas sa nivtta iti smtaå (140.19) 
 
sa vartamna eveha janmani tv avivekini  
sa yogabhmi±v etsu vi±ayo vi±ad©ayaå (140.20) 
 
kathað virgavn bhtv saðsrbdhið tarmy aham  
evað vicra½aparo yad bhavati sanmatiå (140.21) 
 
sdhusa¥gamam datte sacchstram api v¿k±ate  
virgam upayty antar bhvansv anuvsaram (140.22) 
 
kriysdrarpsu ramate mnam ¿hate  
grmysu ja¹a±²su calsu vicikitsate (140.23) 
 
nodharati marm½i pu½ya©arm½i ce±²ate  
ananyodvegakr¿½i mdukarm½i sevate (140.24) 
 
snehapra½ayagarbh½i pe©aldyucitni ca  
de©aklopapannni vacanny abhibh±ate (140.25) 
 
tadsau prathamm ekð prpto bhavati bhmikm 
vak±yam½asvabhvo 'tha tatra r¹him upe±yati (140.26) 
 
devyatanade©e±u brhma½vasathe±u ca  
vane±u ramate nityað prathamð bhmikm itaå (140.27) 
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©strasajjanasamparkaiå prajñð vardhayati svayam  
©uklapak±aå kalm indor iva saundarya©lin¿m (140.28) 
 
sarvstivdanirataå pe©alaå pra½aynvitaå  
manas karma½ vc sajjann upasevate (140.29) 
 
kadarthalabdhðl labhyð© ca tajjñn anusarað© ciram  
yataå kuta©cid n¿ya nityað ©strn avek±ate (140.30) 
 
vylpadhvaðsana©ikh¿ dharmbde coccakandharaå  
snnadnatapodhynavibhavn abhivñchati (140.31) 
 
prathamm ity upruhya, dvit¿ym ©rayed balt  
puru±rthd te nny sa¥ka²ottara½e gatiå (140.32) 
 
evað vicravn yas syt saðsrottara½að prati  
sa bhmikvn ity ukta© ©e±as tv rya iti smtaå (140.33) 
 
ryattulyatð yt prathamaikaiva bhmik  
bhmiknð tu ©e±½m ryat dsyam arhati (140.34) 
 
vicranmn¿m itarm gato yogabhmikm 
udramatir datte svabhvað  mahatm iti (140.35) 
 
22b v¿k±ate ª5] v¿k±yate ª1      23a kriysdra ª5 kriysu dra ª1]     24a 
marm½i ª5] karm½i ª1     24c kr¿½i ª5ª1p.c.] karm½i ª1a.c.      26a 
tadsau ª5] tad asau  ª1     31b kandharaå ª5] kandaraå ª1     32a upruhya ª5] 
upru  ª1  
________ 
 
 
  
itthaðbhtamati© ©straðá gurusajjanasevant  
sarahasyam a©e±e½a yathvad adhigacchati (140.49) 
 
asaðsa¥gtmikm anyð tt¿yð yogabhmikm 
tataå pataty asau kntaå pu±pa©ayyð ivmalm (140.50) 
 
49c a©e±e½a ª5] a©e±enað ª1     50d pu±pa©ayyð ª5] pu±pe©avym ª1 
 
________ 
 
abhysj jñna©str½ð kra½t pu½yakarma½m  
jantor yathvad eveyað vastud±²iå pras¿dati (141.1) 
 
tt¿yð bhmikð prpya buddho 'nubhavati svayam  
dviprakrasamað sa¥gað tasya bhedam imað ©½u (141.2) 
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________ 
 
vivekapadmo r¹ho 'ntar vicrrkaviksitaå  
phalað phalaty asaðsa¥gað tt¿yð bhmikð gataå (141.33) 
 
asaðsaktaman maun¿ munir madabahi±ktaå  
bhavaty avidyamnbhas tt¿yð bhmikm itaå (141.34) 
 
33b viksitaå ª5] vivsitaå ª1 
 
________ 
 
 
bhmiå proditamtrntar amt¥kurikeva s  
vivekenmbusekena rak±y plytidh¿mat (141.36) 
 
36b amt¥kurikeva ª5] amt¥kurikaiva ª1 
 
________ 
 
tt¿yeyam asaðsa¥gakri½¿ bhavatri½¿  
anayoditayodeti bhnubhseva padmin¿ (141.39) 
 
vijityvagrahak±obhað durde©apramukhn ar¿n  
susiktaml latik dadty avikalað phalam (141.40) 
 
asaðsaktamatir maun¿ madamtsaryavarjitaå  
v±²a©radameghbho bhaved bhavyas tribhmikaå (141.41) 
 
viditkhilavedyasya ©ntasandehasantateå  
naiva tasya ktenrtho nkteneha ka©cana (141.42) 
 
tt¿yð bhmikð prptas smnysa¥gavn iha  
vicaraty asamunnaddhaå param kalayan padam (141.43) 
 
©re±²hsaðsa¥gavn e±a tt¿ye bhmikpade 
bhavati pro±it©e±asa¥kalpakalanspade (141.44) 
 
lagaty asaðsaktamater na karmaphalabhvan  
vr¿va padmapattrasya ratnasyevoparañjan (141.45) 
 
nitysaðsaktay buddhy praktað bahir caran  
antar ak±obha evste hdayenparjitaå (141.46) 
 
enm asaðsa¥gada©m avpya pataty ap¿cchann iha saðsti no   
icch ca nodeti na rma te bho yodeti s sattvacamatktir hi (141.47) 
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40a k±obhað ª1 ª5a.c. ] k±obha ª5p.c.     40c susikta ª1 ª5p.c. ] asikta ª5a.c.     
41d tribhmikaå (conj.)] tribhmikå  ª1 ª5      47b saðstið ª5 ] saðsti ª5      
47c icch ca ª5] icch©a ª1     47c te ª1] to ª5 
 
________ 
 
jgratsvapnasu±uptð©aturyaturytigbhidh  
saptaprakr brahmtmasatteyað pramtmik¿ (148.8) 
  
bhmiktritayað hy etad rma jgrad iti sthitam  
tac ca brhmam avasthnam anysambhavasambhtam (148.9) 
 
bhmiktritaye yog¿ sarvað jgrad idað sphu²am  
paripa©yati saðsrað pthak krya©atkulam (148.10) 
 
8c saptaprakr ª5 ] saptaprak- ª1     10d krya ª5] kryað ª1 
 
________ 
         
manaåpra©amanopyo yoga ity abhidh¿yate  
saptabhmis tu samproktas tatra bhmikramað ©½u (152.9) 
 
bhmiknð trayað proktað tava rma yathkramam  
bhmiktritayasth ye te mahpuru±s smtå (152.10) 
 
________ 
 
 
bhmiktritaybhysd ajñne k±ayam gate  
samyagjñnodaye citte pr½acandrodayopame (153.1) 
 
nirvibhgam andyantað yogino yuktacetasaå 
samað sarvað prapa©yanti caturth¿ð bhmikm itå (153.2) 
 
advaite sthairyam yte dvaite ca pra©amað gate  
pa©yanti svapnaval lokað caturth¿ð bhmikm itå (153.3) 
 
bhede tv aprastaprajñ abhede ©ntabuddhayaå  
¿±acche±avido bhnti caturth¿ð bhmikm itå (153.4) 
 
2a andyantað ª5] andyante ª1     3a advaite sthairyam ª5p.c. ] advaite 
samam ª5a.c., ¿±acche±ti  ª1     3b dvaite ca pra©amað gate ª1] dvaite 
pra©amam gate ª5     4a aprasta ª1] apasta ª5 
 
________ 
            
bhmiktritayað yvat tavaj jgrad iti sthitam  
caturth¿ð bhmikð prpya svapnbhað d©yate jagat (153.8) 
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uttamapratibimbbhað avyayasthitibha¥guram  
d©yað dra±² na jnti caturth¿ð bhmikm itaå (153.9) 
 
 9c vijnti ª5] na jnti ª1 
 
________ 
                  
 
bhsvarkram askandhastambha©khcaldikam  
chyvk±að jagad vetti caturth¿ð bhmikm itaå (153.27) 
 
 27b  ©khcaldikam ª5] ©khdalrpikam ª1 
 
 
________ 
                 
vicchinna©aradabhrð©avilayað pravil¿yate  
sattva©e±a evste pañcam¿ð bhmikm itaå (154.1) 
 
pañcam¿ð bhmikm etya su±uptapadanmikm 
©nt©e±avi©e±ð©©e±ai±a½am anbilam (154.2) 
 
samasta©abda©abdrthabhvanbhvantmakam  
b¿j¥kurasamutsedhasattsu±amam syatm (154.3) 
 
advaitaikyað samað ©ntað vijñnaikaghanað param 
k©ako©avi±adað jñaå pa©yan na vina©yati (154.4) 
 
bhedabuddhy purttnð sampraty advayabhvanam  
sthir¿kurvan padrthnð samam ste su±uptavat (154.5) 
 
su±uptaghanavijñnabhsvarvara½ak±ayaå  
nstam eti na codeti na ti±²hati na gacchati (154.6) 
  
galitadvaitanirbhsam udito 'ntaå prabodhavn  
su±uptaghanam evste pañcam¿ð bhmikam itaå (154.7) 
 
2c ð© ª1] ð©a ª5     3d Additional verse in ª5     4a advaitaikyað ª5] 
advaitaikya ª1     6a vijñnat ª5] vijñna ª1 
 
_______ 
 
antarmukhatay ti±²han bahirvttiparo 'pi san  
pari©rntatay nityað nidrlur iva lak±yate (154.20) 
 
lokasaðvyavahre 'smin nntar na vyomni no bahiå 
ramate 'tha bhramati v vyomarpe galanmanå (154.21) 
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20c pari©rnta ª1] pari©nta ª5     21d rpe ª5] rpað ª1 
 
 
________ 
                
kurvann abhysam etasyð bhmikyð vivsanaå  
±a±²h¿ð turybhidhm anyð kramt patati bhmikm (155.1) 
 
yatra nsan na sadrpo nhað npy anaha¥ktiå  
kevalað k±¿½amananað tadste gatavsanaå (155.2) 
 
nirgranthi© ©ntasadrpo j¿vanmukto vibhvanaå  
sakdvibhta vimalam ste dvaitaikyanirgataå (155.3) 
 
j¿vanmukto gataraso nirbhedo 'mbarasundaraå  
anirv½o 'pi nirv½a© citrad¿pa iva sthiraå (155.4) 
 
avsanatvd vairasyn na kiñcana karoty asau  
karoty evað sthitir ya© ca tatrkartaiva k±²havat (155.5) 
 
samyagdar©anasampanno j¿vanmuktapadað gataå  
yathsthitam idað pa©yan karmabhir na nibadhyate (155.6) 
 
kurvan na kiñcit kurute gantpi ca na gacchati  
bhuñjno 'pi ca no bhu¥kte vaktpi ca na vakty asau (155.7) 
 
jgrati svapnad±²asya puðsaå karttvabhoktte  
yd©au tatsthit¿ viddhi j¿vanmuktasya rghava (155.8) 
 
sama© ©ntamatir maun¿ j¿vanmukto vivsanaå  
dra±²rað dar©anað d©yam k©am iva pa©yati (155.9) 
 
nirv½amatir tmnað parað cdrim a½uð tanum  
©vnað brhma½am dityað sarvað kham iva pa©yati (155.10) 
 
sampanna© ©ntam bhsað param ekam aktrimam  
kvstam etu kva vodetu k¿dgvapur asv iti (155.11) 
 
prajñprsdam r¹has tv a©ocya© ©ocate jann  
bhmi±²hn iva ©ailasthaå sarvn prjño 'nupa©yati (155.12) 
 
1c anyð ª5] any     3c vibhta ª1 ª5p.c. ] prabhta ª5a.c. 7dca na ª1 
ª5p.c. ] na ca ª5a.c.     11d iha ª5] iti ª1     12c ©ailasthaå ª5] ©ailasthå ª1 
 
________ 
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ahantdehatdyartha© ciram eva layað gataå  
j¿vanmuktasya tensau jño 'pi vyomaikatð gataå (156.1) 
 
bhtnð tacchar¿rder aprptir y vihri½m  
videhamuktat sokt saptam¿ yogabhmik (156.2) 
 
agamy vacasð s tu s s¿m bhavabhmi±u  
saðsrasarasaå pram apram yeha s param (156.3) 
  
kai©cit s ©iva ity ukt kai©cid brahmety udht  
kai©cij jñaptir iti prokt kai©cic chnyam iti smt (156.4) 
 
artha ity hit kai©cit kai©cit kla iti ©rit  
kai©cit praktipuðbhvavibhga iti bhvit (156.5) 
 
anyair apy anyath nnbhedair tmavikalpitaiå  
nityam avyapade©ypi kilnyaivopadi©yate (156.6) 
 
videhamuktair evai± videhaikntamuktat  
budhyate td©air eva samanaskais tu netaraiå (156.7) 
 
na sattvasthair na cittasthaih kai©cid evvagamyate  
videhamuktatvam te videhamuktateti hi (156.8) 
 
asaðsaktadhiyo ye hi jñatvt prak±¿½avsanå  
tt¿yð bhmikð prpts te±ð cittað na vidyate (156.9) 
 
ajñatve ghanabhvatvað cittam hur ma½¿±i½aå  
punarjanmntarakarað kra½að bhavabhruhm (156.10) 
 
jñatvt k±¿½arasað cittam ajanmamayavsanam  
sattvam ity ucyate tajjñais tatsthå sattvapade sthitå (156.11) 
 
sattvasth jñnadahanair dagdhavsanatð gatå  
j¿vå k±¿½å prayacchanti na saðsr¥kurað punaå (156.12) 
 
cittasthair atha sattvasthair etair y nvabudhyate  
saptam¿ bhmik sai± videhamuktatocyate (156.13) 
 
ets t bhmik prokt may tava raghdvaha  
sm abhysayogena na duåkham anubhyate (156.14) 
 
3a agamy ª5] agamyaå ª1     3d aprasyeha ª5] apram yeha ª1     4a kai©cit 
ª5] ka©cit ª1     4a ©iva ª1] ©ivam ª5     5a hit ª5] hat ª1     5a kai©cit 
conj. ] ka©cit ª1 ª5     8d videhamuktateti hi ª1] videh muktatehi ª5     9d 
prpts ª5] prpt ª1     13d videha ª1] videh ª5 
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Summary 
 
In 6.140.1 Rma asks about the practice of the seven stages and their characteristics.  
Vasi±²ha introduces his answer by saying that what he will teach is the method for 
destroying avidy. He starts, not unlike in the prose passage quoted above, with  the new 
born human, who is in the state of su±upti. The child escapes its natural  state of su±upti 
through the practice of continuously focusing on the objects  present to him. (9) When the 
intellect is awakened and the child has acquired the local  language (? de©abh±), it forms 
likes and dislikes (10), gradually has to  acquire knowledge, through insight or just out of 
fear of his elders, and is finally  called “a man” (pumn) (14).  This “man” can be devoted 
to action  (pravtta), or to release (-19).  The latter, i.e. the mumuk±u, who has  not yet 
developed discernment and is not yet liberated, is the subject (vi±aya)  of these 
yogabhmis.xvii (20) 
  After becoming detached, he reflects (vicravn) on the method to liberation, (21) he 
meets good people, finds an appropriate ªstra etc. In the description of this  bhmik, we 
find the Buddhist expressions sarvstivdanirata (29) and dharmbda (31). One this stage 
one becomes an “rya.” 
The second stage (32), named vicra (35a), is a continuation of this process, but 
he who has acquired discernment with regard to transcending the saðsra is called  
“bhmikvn,” while the others [i.e. on the first stage] are ryas.xviii 
Through good conduct, waiting upon gurus and good people he obtains the 
complete ªstra together with the secret instructions (? sarahasyam); he then enters the 
third bhmik which is asaðsa¥gtmik (49), characterized by detachment. 
There follows an excursus on the two types of asaðsa¥ga (6.141.1–32), one 
general (smnya) and one supreme (©re±²ha) asaðsa¥ga, into which  the former develops. 
The general is a non-attribution of action to oneself: “I am  not the actor, either ¿©vara is 
the actor or nobody” (6ab); further descriptions  follow (– 18ab). The supreme asaðsa¥ga 
(18cd – ) is reached when one discards the previous notions “I am not the actor” etc. and 
remains pacified and silent, (24,  further description in 25–33). The third bhmik 
culminates in this supreme asaðsa¥ga, when the practitioner has become a silent sage 
(maun¿muniå).xix (34) 
The development up to this stage is compared to the growth of a plant, which first 
appears and is cultivated with the waters of discernment etc. until it blossoms, like  a lotus, 
in the third stage. (39) 
Having reached this third stage the saint is no more bound by actions (45) and 
although  performing his natural external actions, he is inwardly unperturbed. (46) Later 
we hear  that the mind falls away at this stage. 
In the next Sarga a question starts an excursus on the fate of one who is called in 
the  Bhagavadg¿t “yogabhra±²a” (142–143). The next two Sargas (144–146)  are again on 
the unreality of the world, and Rma returns to the context of the yogabhra±²a with his 
question in 148.1–2. 
Vasi±²ha concludes the excursus (quoting Bhagavadg¿t 6.41c in 148.4a) and  
returns to the main topic of the bhmik with verse 148.8, where he says that  reality is 
sevenfold and divided by the 5 states of consciousness but with jgrat consisting in fact of 
three bhmiks (9). This is so, because in the three first  stages the Yogin perceives the 
world in the waking state (10). On this stage the  “Yogin” is an rya (14–17), and in the 
case of his death in this rya-state he will be reborn as a Yogin (18).  Again, a longer 
excursus,  prompted by Rma's questions on the moment of death, follows 
(148.19–149.35), as well  as a brief narrative on Bala, the Lord of the Daityas, who 
engages in a dialogue with  Bhaspati (150–151). 
In 152.9 he announces the instruction on the sequence of bhmiks, but with a  
different introduction, because here it is not knowledge (jñna), but the method  for 
calming the mind, i.e. Yoga, that is said to have seven stages.  The previous  description is, 
however, continued, as we see from verse 10, where Vasi±²ha says that  the first three 
stages have already been described. 
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When, through the practice of the three stages, ignorance has been destroyed, and 
correct knowledge arises, the Yogin, on reaching the fourth stage, considers everything as 
equal (153.1–2). This equality means that non-duality is being reached, on account of 
which the world is perceived as if in a dream (3). Here the Yogin, as if half asleep, moves 
around like a child (5). Therefore, while the three previous stages were characterized by 
the waking state, the fourth corresponds to dream, since the perception of world is 
dreamlike (8). 
Verse 10 is a question by Rma on the characteristics of the 5 states of 
consciousness: waking state, dream and so forth, an exposition of which continues until 
the end of the Sarga (–153.47). 
Sarga 154 starts with the description of the fifth stage, the state of deep sleep 
(su±uptapada), on which one remains as the nature of being (sattva©e±a) (1–2). Here the 
knower (jña) perceives the pacified mass of consciousness (4),  he is directed inwards, 
although externally active and always appears as if sleeping  (20).  Practice of this stage 
without vsans leads to the sixth stage  called turya (155.1), where we find no mental 
activity, no vsans, and no aha¥kra. (2) Here lives the j¿vanmukta, beyond duality and 
unity (3d),  not bound by his actions (6d).  Having attained the clarity of knowledge, he is 
not  without sympathy to others, but as one who standing on a mountain sees those 
standing on  the earth. (12) The description of the j¿vanmukta continues until the end of the  
Sarga (–155.36). 
Finally, in Sarga 157, we find the seventh bhmik: the state of the videhamukta, 
the ultimate of all forms of existence, and as the summum bonum  called by others ©iva, 
brahma, jñapti, or ©nya (156.4). Here we also find as a clarification that from the third 
stage onward, citta ceases to exist and is replaced by sattva.xx Verse 14  concludes the 
exposition of the yogabhmiks. 
 
We should note that here in passage C the bhmiks are numbered and identified within the 
framework of the avasths, but that there is no consistent naming scheme. In fact, only the second, 
third and seventh are named, as the following synopsis shows: 
 
 
N
o. 
C(6.140-156)  avasth
 
1  jgrat   
2 vicra jgrat   
3 asaðsa¥gtmi
k 
jgrat   
4  svapn
a 
5  su±upt
i   
6  turya 
7 videhamuktat
 
turyt
¿ta 
 
 
 
Passage B: 6.125. This brief passage in the Nirv½aprakara½a occurs, and this has been entirely 
overlooked in previous discussions, in a speech attributed in the text to Manu, one character in the 
narrative of Ik±vku. In secondary literature all statements in the text are usually taken as final 
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statements in a ªstra, while the internal structure of the text is completely disregarded. Although 
many characters in the khynas often expound a doctrine that at least corroborates the author's 
views, equally often the character's views are reinterpreted in the discussion following upon an 
khyna. Of course only a detailed analysis of a particular khyna together with its explanation 
and discussion in the passages that follow upon the narrative enables us to understand its doctrinal 
tendencies. But we should not jump ahead too far, a critical edition of the texts, which we cannot 
provide here, is a prerequisite for this. 
In Sarga 6.125, which corresponds passage B in Glasenapp's analysis, the stages are called 
yogabhmik and are very briefly characterized: 
 
B1 
 
©strasajjanasaðparkaiå prajñm dau vivardhayet   
pratham bhmikai±okt yogasya navayoginaå (6.125.29) 
 
vicra½ dvit¿y syt, tt¿ysa¥gabhvan   
caturth¿ sattvatpattau vsanvilaytmik (30)  
 
©uddhasaðvinmaynandarp bhavati pañcam¿   
ardhasuptaprabuddhbho j¿vanmukto 'tra ti±²hati (31) 
 
asaðvedanarp ca ±a±²h¿ bhavati bhmik   
nandaikaghankr su±uptasad©asthitiå (32) 
 
turyvasthopa©nta atha muktir eva hi kevalam  
samatsvacchat saumy saptam¿ bhmik bhavet (33) 
 
turyt¿ttha yvasth parinirv½arpi½¿   
saptam¿ s pariprau¹h vi±ayas s na j¿vatm (34) 
 
29c bhmikai±okt ª5] bhmik cokt ª1     31b bhavati ª5] bhava ª1      31d 
j¿vanmukto ª5] j¿vanmukte ª1     32a ca ª5] om. ª1     34d vi±ayas ª5] vi±ay 
ª1 
 
 
B2 
 
 
prvvasthtrayað tatra jgrad ity eva saðsthitam   
caturth¿ svapna ity ukt svapnbhað yatra vai jagat (35) 
 
nandaikaghan¿bhv su±uptkhytha pañcam¿  
asaðvedanarp ca ±a±²h¿ turybhidh smt (36) 
 
turyt¿tapadvasth saptam¿ bhmikottam  
paramvyapade©ysv agamy mahatm api (37) 
 
36a ghan¿bhvt ª5] ghan¿bhv ª1     37b bhmikottam ª5] 
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hami-ekortum (?) ª1 
 
 
It is hardly convincing to extract names for the bhmiks from this text only because the 
stages are numbered.xxi   
As in the preceeding longer passage, the author correlates the seven stages with the five 
states of consciousness, waking state, dream, etc. But in the description of the bhmiks (B1) only 
the states of turya and turyt¿ta are mentioned, it is only in the second part B2 that the full 
correlation is given.xxii  It is also noteworthy that the stages are numbered, but not named; in verse 
36 we even read that the sixth stage is “characterized by “asaðvedana,” but “called turya” 
(turybhidh) – as if the avasth name was to be considered the true name of the bhmik. From the 
preceding two passages we can therefore not deduce that the author had developed a consistent 
nomenclature for the seven stages. 
 
 
Passage A: 3.118 
 
imð saptapadð jñnabhmim kar½aynagha  
na yay jñtay mohapa¥ke bhyo nimajjasi (118.1) 
 
vadanti bahubhedena vdino yogabhmikå   
mama tv abhimat nnam im eva ©ubhapradå (118.2) 
 
1b bhmim ª1 ª3 ª7 ª9] bhmik  ªSað      2c abhimat ª3 ª7 ª9p.c. ªSað ] 
bhimat  ª1 ª9a.c.  
 
 
avabodhað vidur jñnað tad idað sptabhmikam  
muktis tajjñeyam ity ukt bhmiksaptakt param (118.3) 
 
satyvabodho mok±a© caiveti paryyanman¿  
satyabodhena j¿vo 'yað neha bhyaå prarohati (118.4) 
 
jñnabhmi© ©ubhecchkhy pratham samudht  
vicro hi dvit¿ytra tt¿y tanumnas (118.5) 
 
sattvpatti© caturth¿ syt tato 'saðsaktinmik   
padrthbhvan¿ ±a±²h¿ saptam¿ turyag smt (118.6) 
 
sm ante sthit muktis tasyð bhyo na ©ocate  
etsð bhmiknð tvam idað nirvacanað ©½u (118.7) 
 
sthitaå kið m¹ha evsmi prek±e 'hað ©strasajjanam  
vairgyað prvam iccheti ©ubhecchety ucyate budhaiå (118.8) 
 
©strasajjanasaðparkavairgybhysaprvakam  
sadcrapravttir y procyate s vicra½ (118.9) 
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vicra½©ubhecchbhym indriyrthe±v araktat   
yatr©tanutbhvt procyate tanumnas (118.10) 
 
bhmiktritaybhysc citte 'rthe virater va©t  
sattvtmani sthite ©uddhe sattvpattir udht (118.11) 
 
da©catu±²aybhysd asaðsa¥gaphalena vai   
r¹hasattvacamatkr proktsaðsaktinmik (118.12) 
 
bhmikpñcakbhyst svtmrmatay d¹ham   
bhyantar½ð bhynð padrthnm abhvant (118.13) 
 
paraprayuktena cirað prayatnenrthabodhanam  
padrthbhvannmn¿ ±a±²h¿ sañjyate gatiå (118.14) 
 
bhmi±a²kacirbhysd bhedasynupalambhataå   
yat svabhvaikani±²hatvað s jñey turyag gatiå (118.15) 
 
e± hi j¿vanmukte±u turyvastheha vidyate  
videhamuktavi±ayað turyt¿tam ataå param (118.16) 
 
3-4 omitted in ªSað     3d bhmik ª3 ª7 ª9] bhmikå ª1     4ab caiveti ª3 ª7 
ª9] ceveti ª1     5c vicro hi ª1 ª3a.c. ª7a.c. ª9] vicra½ ª3p.c. ª7p.c. 
ªSað(=NEd)     6a sattvpatti© ª3 ª7 ª9 ªSað(=NEd)] sattvpati ª1     6c bhvan¿ 
ª1 ª3 ª9 (=NEd)] bhvin¿ ª7 ªSað     6cd ±a±²h¿  saptam¿ ª1 ª3 ª7 ª9] ±a±²he 
saptame ªSað     7b ©ocate ª1 ª3] ©ocyate ª7 ª9 (=NEd), jyate ªSað     7c 
bhmiknð ª1 ª3 ª7 ª9] bhmikn ªSað     8b sajjanam ª1 ª3 ª9 ªSað] 
sajjann ª7     8c vairgya ª3 ª7 ª9 ªSað] vairgyað ª1     10d procyate ª1 ª3 
ª9 (=NEd) ] socyate ª7 ªSað     11b 'rthe virater ª1 ª7  (=NEd) ] 'rthavirate ª3 
ª9, 'rthavirater ªSað     12a catu±²aybhysd ª1 ª3 ª9 ªSað] 
catu±²ayabhys  ... (approx. 9 ak±aras deleted) ...d ª7     12b phalena ª1 ª3 
ª7p.c. ª9 ªSað] balena ª7a.c.     14b prayatnenrthabodhant ª3 ª7 ª9 ] 
prayatnenrthabodhanam ª1 prayatnenvabodhant ªSað     14d gatiå ª1p.c. 
ª3p.c. (2) ª7a.c. ªSað (=NEd) ] ratiå ª1a.c. ª3a.c. ª7p.c. (2)  ª9, matiå ª3p.c. 
(1) ª7p.c. (1)     15ab bhysd bheda ª1 ª3 ª7 ªSað] bhysc cheda ª9  
 
 
Passage A describes the liberating stages of knowledge (jñnabhmi 1ab), which are also called 
stages of yoga (2b).xxiii The author introduces his disquisition with the statement that these stages 
have been onceived of differently, but that he approves of the following division.xxiv Then follows a 
simple list in two verses (5–6): (1.) ©ubhecch, (2.) vicra, (3.) tanumnas, (4.) sattvpatti, (5.)  
asaðsakti, (6.)  padrthbhvan¿, and (7.) turyag. 
In verse seven the author announces etymologies (nirvacana) of these bhmiks and the text 
(8–15) does not provide more than that. For instance, the first stage ©ubhecch receives its name 
from the fact that one desires (icchati) detachment, etc. The Sarga ends with a detailed description 
of the j¿vanmukta. 
Here we find a problem identified already by Glasenapp, namely that the seventh stage is 
called turyag, whereas it is elsewhere correlated with turyt¿ta. But its identification with the state 
of the j¿vanmukta in 16ab does not permit any other interpretation. We should also not fail to 
mention that the seven stages in this configuration play an important role in Vidyra½ya's 
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J¿vanmuktiviveka and in some later Upani±ads, as the Vrha- and Mahopani±ad. The borrowings 
are documented in detail in the article by Sprockhoff, and we should only add that Vidyra½ya, 
whose treatment of the saptabhmiks is based on passage A, solved the problem of correlating 
these with the avasths by inserting one g¹hasu±upti in order to make up for the missing 
turyt¿ta.xxv 
 
Now we arrive at the following picture: 
 
 
The Prose Passage (MU 3.122) 
 
 
name bhŽmik-ty
pe 
description 
©ubhecch (vivekabhŽ
mi) 
vicra½ 
tanumnas (vivekabhŽ
mi) 
sattvpatti, asakta 
abhvan (yogabhŽmi
) 
ardhasuptaprabudd
ha 
  turya, j¿vanmukti 
 
 
 
 
 
The bhmiks according to passage A-C 
 
 
N
o. 
C (6.140-156) avasth 
(C/B2) 
B1 (6.125) A (3.119) 
1 – jgrat – ©ubhecch 
2 vicra½ jgrat vicra½ vicra 
3 asaðsa¥gtmi
k 
jgrat asa¥gabhvan tanumnas 
4 – svapna sattvatpattau ... sattvpatti 
5  su±upti (©uddhasaðvinmay-.
..) 
asaðsakti 
6  turya (asaðvedana-...) padrthbhva
n 
7 videhamuktat
 
turyt¿ta (samat, svacchat) turyag 
 
 
 
If we try to analyse the evidence presented so far, we can see that the prose passage has 
three stages instead of seven, but that phrases from the description of these stages appear as names 
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for stages in passage A, in fact, all the seven stages of A can be gained by reading the names and 
descriptions from the prose passage in sequence.xxvi It is not unreasonable to assume the prose 
passage as the starting point of this and possibly also of the other enumerations, for it contains most 
of their elements in a less developed and formalized manner. The correlation of the bhmiks with 
the avasths is not yet spelt out and the state of videhamukti/turyt¿ta is not mentioned.xxvii 
One observation that emerges only from the full text of passage C is that the correlation 
with the avasths is developed only in the course of the discussion, not unlike passage B, where it is 
added only in B2. At present the most likely scenario is that the three passages form ad hoc 
elaborations of the main points mentioned in the prose passage, as one would indeed do when 
writing or expounding without prior or later systematization. This is of course only a suggestion, 
but it would enable us to explain the contradiction in the placement of turya and turyt¿ta: In the 
prose passage the correlation with the avasths was not, or not yet, an issue.  Passage A places turya 
at the top level, as does the prose passage, but then adds the videhamukta, for which neither A, nor 
B1, allot a separate stage. In B2, where the correlation of the bhmiks and avasths is formulated 
for the first time – if we take the text in the normal sequence – , turya is consequently pushed down, 
as in the more detailed treatment in passage C. 
Although we cannot prove that the small prose passage was the nucleus for later 
elaborations, the assumption explains some of the characteristics of the other passages and would 
be in accord with Slaje’s observation that the prose passages are difficult to explain unless we 
assume that they form an older core of the work. xxviii  In any case I should emphasize the 
preliminary character of this thesis, which has to be reevaluated as soon as the relevant portions are 
properly edited. Then a more wide ranging comparison with other systems of bhmiks could also 
be attempted.  
 
 
The Seven Stages of Ignorance 
 
Finally we have to deal briefly with another set of seven stages, namely the seven ajñnabhmis, 
which are in a rather peculiar way correlated with the avasths. To my knowledge this doctrine, 
although also copied into the Mahopani±ad, has never been discussed in secondary literature. 
 
MU 3.117. In the Sarga preceeding our passage A we find a description of the seven stages of 
ignorance (ajñnabhmi): 
 
[rmaå] 
 
k¿d©yo bhagavan yogabhmiks saptasiddhidå  
samseneti me brhi sarvatattvavidð vara (117.1) 
 
[vasi±²haå] 
 
ajñnabhs saptapad jñabhs saptapadaiva ca  
padntar½y asa¥khyni bhavanty anyny athaitayoå (117.2) 
 
tatra saptaprakratvað tvam ajñnabhuva© ©½u   
tatas saptaprakratvað ©ro±yasi jñnabhmijam (117.4) 
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svarpvasthitir muktis tadbhrað©o 'hantvavedanam  
etat sa¥k±epataå proktað tajjñatvjñatvalak±a½am (117.5) 
 
©uddhacinmtrasaðvittes svarpn na calanti ye   
rgadve±odaybhvt te±ð njñatvasaðbhavaå (117.6) 
 
yat svarpaparibhrað©a© cetyrthaparimajjanam  
etasmd aparo moho na bhto na bhavi±yati (117.7) 
  
arthd arthntarað citte yte madhye hi y sthitiå   
nirastamanan¥ksau svarpasthitir ucyate (117.8) 
 
sað©ntasarvasa¥kalpað y ©ilntaravat sthitiå   
j¹yanidrdinirmukt s svarpasthitis smt (117.9)  
 
ahantdv alað ©nte 'bhede nisspandacittat  
aja¹ yat pratapati tat svarpam iti smtam (117.10) 
 
1a k¿d©yo ª3 ª7 ª9 ªSað] k¿d©or ª1      4a saptaprakratvað ª1 ª3 ª7 ] 
saptaprakratve ª9     4b tvam ajñnabhuva© ©½u ª3 ª7] tvam ajñnabhuveå 
©½u ª1, ©ro±yasy ajñnabhmijam ª9(=Ned bhmikam)     5d jñatvjñatva ª1 
ª3 ª7 (=NEd) ] jñtvjñatva ª9 ªSað     7b majjanam ª1 ª3 ª7 ª9] majja ªSað     
7d bhavi±yati ª3 ª7 ª9 ªSað ] bhavi±yasi ª1     8a arthntarað citte yte ª3 ª9 
ªSað   arthntaracitte yte ª1 arthntarað yte citte ª7     9b ©ilntaravat 
sthitiå ª3 ª7 ª9] ©ilntaravat sthiti ª1 ©ilvad avasthiti ªSað      9c 
nidrdinirmukt ª1 ª3 ª7 ª9 ] nidr vinirmukt ªSað     10a ahantdv ª1 ª3 ª7 
ª9 ] ahantdhv ªSað]   10b nisspanda ª1 ª3 ª7 ª9] nispanda ªSað     10c 
pratapati ª1 ª3a.c. ª7p.c. ª9 ªSað] prakacati ª3p.c. (=NEd) pratipati ª7a.c. 
 
 
b¿jajgrat tath jgran mahjgrat tathaiva ca  
jgratsvapnas tath svapnas svapnajgrat su±uptakam (117.11) 
 
iti saptavidho mohaå punar e±a parasparam  
©li±²o bhavaty anekkhyað ©½u lak±a½am asya ca (117.12) 
 
prathamað cetanað yat syd ankhyað nirmalað citaå  
bhavi±yaccittaj¿vdinma©abdrthabhjanam (117.13) 
 
b¿jabhtað bhavej jgrad b¿jajgrat tad ucyate  
e±jñapter navvasth. tvað jgratsaðsthitið ©½u (117.14) 
 
evað prastasya pard ayað cham idað mama  
iti yaå pratyayas svacchas taj jgrat prgabhvan (117.15) 
 
ayað so 'ham idað tan me iti janmntaroditaå  
p¿varaå pratyayaå proktað mahjgrad iti sphurat (117.16) 
 
ar¹ham athavr¹ham anidram abahirmayam  
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yaj jgrato manorjyað jgratsvapnas sa ucyate (117.17) 
  
dvicandrauktikrpyamgat±½dibhedataå  
abhysað prpya jgrattvað tad anekavidhað bhavet (117.18) 
 
alpaklað may d±²am etan no satyam ity api  
nidrklnubhte 'rthe nidrnte pratyayo hi yaå (117.19) 
 
sa svapnaå kathitas tasya mahjgrat sthitað hdi  
cirasandar©anbhvd apraphullabhad vapuå (117.20) 
 
svapno jgrattayr¹ho mahjgratpadað gataå  
yat k±ate vk±ate dehe svapnajgran matað hi tat (117.21) 
 
±a¹avasthparityge ja¹aj¿vasya y sthitiå  
bhavi±yadduåkhabodh¹y sau±upt¿ socyate gatiå (117.22) 
 
11-30 omitted in ªSað continuing with 118.1     11 ª3p.c. inserts before pda 
11a: tatrropitam ajñnað tasya bhm¿r imå ©½u (=NEd)     12a mohaå ª3 
ª7 ª9 ] moha ª1     13c citta ª3(likely: p.c.) ª7p.c. ª9(=NEd) ] citti ª7a.c. 
(probably: ª3a.c.), citi ª1     14a b¿jabhtað bhavej ª1a.c. ] b¿jarpað 
sthitað ª1p.c. ª3 ª7 ª9 (=NEd)     14b tad ucyate ª1 ª3 ª7 ] tathocyate ª9     
15cd svacchas taj jgrat ª3 ª7 ª9 ] svacchasujgrat ª1     21a jgrattay ª3 
ª7 ] jgrat tath ª1 ª9     21c yat k±ate vk±ate ª3 ] ak±atevk±ate ª1(=NEd), 
yaå k±ate vk±ate ª7, yak±ate vk±ate ª9  
 
Vasi±²ha enumerates the stages at the beginning of this passage and adds that the intermediate 
states are uncountable (3.117.2). First liberation is defined here as the “remaining in one’s true 
nature” (svarpvasthiti), a term most probably alluding to Yogastra 1.3, while falling from this 
svarpa amounts to the perception of “I-ness” (ahantvavedanam) (5). More specifically, the state of 
ignorance cannot come about in the case of those persons, for whom attachment and repulsion does 
not arise and who consequently do not swerve from their true nature, which is the perception of 
pure consciousness alone, i.e., without objects, (©uddhacinmtrasaðvitti) (6). Then follow a few 
verses that specify svarpasthiti (8 – 10), in which the main points are that the activity of the mind 
has come to a rest in a state that is like the inside of a stone, the tertium comparationis being its 
homogeneity, for, as the text clarifies, it is unlike the stone not inert, but conscious (aja¹a). The 
seven stages of ignorance are now named (11) and described. 
 
 (1.) The world lies in that state in a seminal form, it is therefore called 
b¿jajgrat. (14) 
   
 (2.) jgrat is the state when one, who is pure and born from the absolute, 
has perceptions of the world, the “I”, and of possession.xxix (15) 
  
 (3.) The “fattened” perception that this delusion that is the world belongs 
to the subject, which occurs in another birth, is called mahjgrat. (16) 
 
 (4.) The inner realm of imagination (manorjya) of one who is in the 
waking state, not asleep, neither r¹ha nor ar¹ha (?), is called 
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jgratsvapna (17) 
  The nature of jgrat is manifold through habituation to different modes of 
illusionary perception, like of two moons, of silver and shell, of a mirage 
etc. (18) 
  
 (5.) svapna is that impression, at the end of sleep, with reference to an 
object seen at the time of sleep, where one thinks that “I have not seen this 
often, this is [therefore] not real.” It has however the potential to become a 
mahjagrat through the above process. (19 – 20)xxx 
  
 (6.) When a dream world (svapna) becomes a new waking state and 
eventually a “mahjgrat”, i.e. leads to full identification of the individual, 
then this is called svapnajgrat, whether his old body is intact or destroyed. 
(21) 
  
 (7.) When the inert soul gives up these six states and is filled with a 
knowledge of its future sufferings then it is the state of su±upta. (22) 
 
 
If we step back for a moment we can see that the normal states of consciousness within human 
reach, that is, waking, sleep and dreamless sleep, are used at least in two ways in the MU: for the 
ignorant the sequence of these states describes the mechanism of saðsra; with the seven stages of 
ignorance the author has developed a kind of bhavacakra which describes the emergence of the 
world experience, the passing to a new existence – all of which can be described by jgrat and 
svapna and its variants. Finally there is the return to a seminal state, which resembles su±upti. The 
description of su±upti as the last ajñnabhmik, as one aware of its future sufferings, suggests that 
the individual going through this stage will emerge again in stage one.  Whether this occurs in deep 
sleep or in death is not really important for our author. 
 
Apart from this use for the sequence of creation (s±²ikrama), we find the same states in the 
sequence of resorption, or rather, on the way to liberation. Here the states of consciousness bear 
hardly any resemblance with those just encountered: the dream-like experience of the practitioner 
means that the world is about to dissolve into non-duality, that it does no more appear as real. 
Similarly su±upti as a stage of knowledge is by no means identical with the normal state of deep 
sleep in humans.  We can imagine that the mechanisms at work in the liberation seeker, his viveka, 
transforms these states so that they are no more binding, but liberating, just as according to the 
Spandakrik, a work occasionally quoted by the MU, the powers of ªiva produce bondage when 
unrecognized, but work towards liberation when recognized. 
 
Much work needs to be done to explore the doctrine of the states of consciousness in the 
MU,xxxi but the implications of the theory of “dream worlds” in the MU, and obviously some of the 
details become clear only when we look at the narratives. In the story of king Lava½a, for instance, 
the king “dreams” of himself being an outcast and living in another country in an outcast family. 
When he awakes from his vision he is thoroughly confused, but even more so when his outcast 
“dream-family” comes to visit him in his waking state. This is clearly an instance of a svapnajgrat, 
a dream that has become true, or at least, as true as a world experience can get according to the 
author of the MU. 
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In other stories, as in the L¿lkhyna, the dream world is situated in a parallel universe that 
is only accessible under special circumstances. Here queen L¿l, after the death of her husband 
Padma, visits the world, into which her husband has been reborn, although in an unexpected 
manner. After some ascetic practices, which brings her the boon of Sarasvat¿, she is able to travel 
with Sarasvat¿ to the world of her deceased husband. She finds him in the same city, in the same 
court as before, but at the age of sixteen. Apart from that the parallel universe is an exact replica of 
the old world and even includes another copy of queen L¿l herself. She is to find out that this is the 
way all humans are reborn: After the momentary lapse of consciousness that is called death by 
others, the mind continues to fabricate new universes conditioned by former experiences and 
expectations. Objective categories as time or space are of no great importance here. L¿l's husband 
had entered the new “incarnation” at the age of sixteen. The childhood he remembers as part of his 
new life is as much a mental fabrication as his whole existence. Later L¿l finds out that her present 
life is nothing but the dream world of a Brahmin named Vasi±²ha, who had just died and always 
wished to be a king. When he was “reborn” as king Padma, his wife Arundhat¿ was represented in 
this new world as L¿l.  
In the story this demasking of conventional reality brings L¿l to the realization that all 
world experience is unreal and she can trace all her existences back to the creator god Brahm. She 
is eventually liberated through her insights, but not without a spectacular travel through space and 
the entry into another world, a Brahm½¹a, which is described in a way that would merit the 
designation proto-science-fiction. 
With this we return to our quotation from the beginning of this lecture. “Have you ever had 
a dream, Neo, that you were so sure it was real? What if you were unable to wake from that dream? 
How would you know the difference between the dream world and the real world?'”  In a way the 
movie “The Matrix” aims at making the same point as the MU, namely that we live in a dream 
world, even though causes and conclusions are different. The parallel is not so far-fetched as it 
seems at first, because the author of the MU too uses all the literary means at his disposal to 
produce a gripping story.  The author of the Mok±opya might have liked the movie “The Matrix,” 
which realizes the idea of a dream world so vividly, but I am quite sure that he would have found a 
more convincing conclusion to the story. 
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i  The idea for the present article as well as the  identification of material goes back to Walter Slaje, 
who kindly made one file with his preliminary researches on the seven bh mik s available to me. 
I am also grateful to Susanne Stinner for her careful reading of the final version. 
 
ii  Introductions to the study of the text are contained in my forthcoming Studies in the Mok±op ya 
and The Mok±op ya, Yogav si±²ha and Related Texts. Proceedings of the 29th German Oriental 
Conference, Halle: Shaker 2005. 
 
iii  This text is quoted according to the partial or, in the case of the third book, forthcoming editions. 
In the case of the last book the text is constituted by a comparison of two manuscripts (ª1 and ª5). 
For reasons of space the manuscripts are not enlisted and identified here; for an updated list, see 
previous footnote. 
 
iv   The Yogav si±²ha of V lm¿ki with the Commentary 
V si±²hamah r m ya½at tparyaprak sha, ed. W sudeva Laxma½a  ª str¿ Pa½©¿kar [sic], 
Bombay 1911, 21918, 31937. 
 
v  They are called: Vair gya-, Mumuk±uvyavah ra-, Utpatti-, Sthiti-, Upa©ama- and  
Nirv ½aprakara½a. 
 
vi  On the abridged versions, see the article of Susanne Stinner in Studies in the Mok±op ya and 
Studies on the Mok±op ya and related texts.  Proceedings of the 29th German Oriental 
Conference. 
 
vii  See Slaje 1998 and 1995-6. 
 
viii  Vom Mok±op ya - ª stra zum Yogav si±²ha-Mah r m ya½a. Philologische 
Untersuchungen zur Entwicklungs- und Überlieferungsgeschichte eines indischen Lehrwerks mit 
Anspruch auf Heilsrelevanz.  Wien: Verlag der Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften 
1994 [Veröffentlichungen der Kommission für  Sprachen und Kulturen Südasiens 27]. 
 
ix  Compare  Hacker 1953, p. 233f. 
 
x  antaå© nyað bahiå© nyað p ± ½ah dayopamam (6.57.26ab quoted according to ª1). 
 
xi  Edited in Slaje 2002, p. 147ff. 
 
xii  According to the commentator Bh skaraka½²ha the word dh tu, “humour” in the medical 
sense of the word, is used in a transferred meaning for something that moves around in the body: 
atra ca dh tu©abdaå majj divat ©ar¿r nta© c ritvas d ©y t upac re½a prayuktaå 
(comm. on verse 13). 
 
xiii  This limited meaning of saðvit is suggested in 4.19.31-32; see the phrase b hyasaðvid  there. 
 
xiv  Dasgupta’s (1975, vol. 2, pp. 264ff) and Atreya’s (1981, pp. 315ff) treatments are outdated; still 
relevant are: von Glasenapp 1951, and especially Sprockhoff 1970. 
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xv  This resembles pad rth bh van¿ in version A; in the YV-version the text has bh van ð for 
abh van¿ð, which does not make good sense. 
 
xvi  See Slaje 1994, p.123. 
 
xvii  See the definition of the adhik rin at the start of the whole work: ahað baddho vimuktaå sy m 
iti yasy sti ni©cayaå | n tyantatajjño n tajjñaå so ‘smiñ © stre ‘dhik rav n (1.1.2). 
 
xviii  I understand verse 34 to mean that “only one, [that is] the first bh mik , becomes equal to the 
state of an  rya, but the state of an  rya is subordinate to all other bh mik s.” 
 
xix  See 6.72.1ff on different forms of mauna; the j¿vanmukta is characterized by su±uptamauna 
(6.72.15). 
 
xx  For details and references on this doctrine, see my forthcoming Studies in the Mok±op ya. 
 
xxi  The first stage is clearly not named, in the fifth it is unlikely that the description is the name and 
in  the sixth one does not really know which attribute to take as the name. Glasenapp even lists an 
eighth stage, which is of course an overinterpretation of verse 34. 
 
xxii  Sprockhoff had diagnosed a contradiction between B1 and  B2 in the description of the sixth 
stage, because he had read tury vasthopa© nta in 33a as characterizing the seventh stage. I 
understand the atha in 33a as the start of the description of the seventh bh mik  and would prefer 
to construct tury vasthopa© nta with verse 32, which means that it  qualifies the sixth stage. 
 
xxiii  As Slaje has indicated the MU  seems to use yoga sometimes as a synonym for jñ na, but in 
6.152.9 yoga is  defined, in the context of the bh mik s, as the “method to calm the mind.” 
 
xxiv  A similar phrase occurs in 6.13.7: mama tv abhimataå sdho susdho jñnajaå kramaå. 
 
xxv  See Sprockhoff  1970, p. 142. 
 
xxvi  The  resemblance of  asaðvedana in B1 with pad rth bh vana in A is obscured  in the 
YV-version, which reads svasaðvedana instead. 
 
xxvii  More  investigations would be necessary to understand the concept of videhamukti. The  
author for instance holds that the gods are liberated, but that they are on turya rather than 
tury t¿ta: sarva eva mah nto 'pi brahmavi±½uhar dayaå  /   nar © ca kecij j¿vanto mukt  
turye vyavasthit å (6.132.22). 
 
xxviii  See  Slaje 1994, p.155ff. 
 
xxix  P da d is difficult to construe: is pr gabh van , “without prior conceptualization,” really an    
apposition? 
 
xxx  It is unclear whether 20cd should be construed with the preceeding of with the following clause. 
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xxxi  In Sarga 6.207 a division of beings based on their state of consciousness is introduced 
(svapnaj gara, saðkalpaj gara, kevalaj gratstha, sthiraj gratstha, ghanaj gratsthit , 
j gratsvapna, k±¿naj garaka, suptavidha); Sarga 6.262 is on the identity of j grat and svapna. 
